ASSAYING YEAST VIABILITY & VITALITY:
METHYLENE BLUE/FLOW CYTOMETRY & "THE SCOPE"
Flow Cytometry
FIA used with CyFlowSL Flow
Cytometer....employs two
dyes: a) dead-staining and b)
cell cycle analysis dye....10
minute analysis time.

Microscopic Examination
"Budding Index"...percent cells with buds after six hours in wort.

Microcyte Flow Cytometer & MB: when assess yeast blends from
10-100% viable (mixing healthy yeast with proof alcohol), see
excellent linearity & correlation ..... Microcyte staining slightly
underestimates though, suspect flocculation effect
and/or trub interference?

Flow Cytometry can be used to measure:
cell numbers; cell size; [UFA]; [glycogen];
cell cycle phase (with DNA stain).

MB. Use citrate buffered,
not alkaline.
MB results inaccurate
when < 90%.

Methylene Blue

Cells which have budded are larger than those which
have not.
Vacuole condition...desire < 40%.
Microscopic appearance.

Vacuole size (-)...inverse correlation with viability. Larger in cells during HGB.

Microcyte's BioDETECT: asseses total cells via
SYTO-62 dye, taken up by both dead and live
cells....then use dye exclusion test (with TOPRO-3)
which only dead cells with leaky membranes take
up....assess the delta to obtain % viable.

KS says MV better than MB or acidification tests.
Alkaline methylene
blue.

Granulation of non-growing cells.

Assaying Yeast
Viability & Vitality

In glycine-NaOH buffer, MV needs to be at pH's
> 9.5 for brightfield microscopy….suggest pH of
10.6 be used.

Alcian Blue

Safranin O methylene blue double stain.

Citrate buffer methylene blue.

Extent of cell surface wrinkling...surface wrinkling increases
with age. Duh.

Kirin: "FIP" Method- Flow cytometrical Intracellular pH ....use to
control pitching rate.....excite with laser at 488 nm, then DNA/RNA
fluoresces at 520 & 630 nm, respectively. Stain used is Acridine
Orange which stains DNA green and RNA orange.

Aqueous and citrate formulations…standardize......MB is
carcinogenic!. Methyl violet and azure B impurities cannot be
reduced.
Store at 4°C…oxidizes with age. If held at room temp,
oxidizes into components yeast cannot reduce!

Older cells are more wrinkly and flocculant....hmmm, has a
familiar ring to it!

Older cells are: i) larger, ii) increased # bud scars, iii) more granular,
iv) increased surface wrinkles and v) longer division times, therefore
slower fermenters.

Flow Cytometry...fluorescent dyes such as rhodamine
123, Oxonol, Fluorescein diacetate, Carboxyfluorescein
diacetate, Propidium iodide, Chemchrome Y, Fluoresceindi-beta-galactopuranoside, C12-DG.

Methylene blue, methylene
violet options.

Cell size (-)......smaller size distillers and bakers yeast more heat
and freeze tolerant.

Buhner: " the ability of flow cytometry to provide direct, quantitative
information about cellular physiological processes makes it a powerful
tool to monitor the process of beer brewing."

Flow cytometry using Aber's Monocyte Flow
Cytometer. Stain with TO-PRO-3 iodide
stain....binds to NA....viable cells exclude if plasma
membrane intact.

MB (citrate) at pH 7.8 measures
permeability....MB (alkaline) at pH10.6
measures intracellular reducing power.

Cell size increases with age to compensate for increasing
# of surface scars.

Primulin Yellow
Eosin Y

Oxanol...negative charge...excluded
from viable cells...dead cells stain.

Aniline Blue
Viablue

Bromocresol Purple
Alkaline Methylene Violet
Promidium iodide...stains nuclei if dead

Cell Stains

Acridine Orange
Crystal Violet
Rhodamine - mitochrondria stain.
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